Noelle Keeley
Spring Semester
SC 3353-002
The Fun Side’s Strategic Message Planner

1. Ad Goal
The Fun Side is a health club designed for adults to workout in a way that would
never be considered actual work. Our main goal in advertising is to present The Fun Side
not as a gym, but a place to have fun while losing weight.
2. Client Key Facts
Our average client is between the ages of 30-50 and female. We found that an
overwhelmingly high percent of women in this demographic were overweight and
depressed. Also, more and more people are looking for new ways to get healthy. We
wanted to create something unique that would benefit this demographic not only in their
health, but also their lifestyle. We wanted to put fun back into people’s lives.
3. Product Key Features
a. What is it?
The Fun Side is a health club focused around the concept of fun.
b. What does it do?
We let adults fixate their workout on different fun-filled activities.
c. What is it made of?
Our facility is made up of a rock wall, trampolines, tumbling pads with foam-pit
landings, multiple dance halls, a trapeze, an indoor swimming pool complete with slides
and a high dive, and a full-service spa. There is an assortment of classes and activities
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scheduled inside and outside our facility. For instance we have dog-walk Tuesday, sumowrestling Wednesday, and disco night on Thursday. Once a month we hold a jumbo
glove boxing tournament and the famous high-dive, canon ball contest. You won’t find
any treadmills, weights, or ellipticals at our facility.
d. Who makes it?
The Fun Side team is constantly coming up with new, fun, and exciting things to
get ones heart racing.
4. Audience
a. Demographics.
One of our main goals is to show adults how to have fun while getting a great
workout. We found an overwhelming amount of adults who were not just overweight, but
they were bored. Bored with life, bored with their job, bored with repetitive workout
regimens that never work. Then we asked ourselves, what is fun about working out? The
answer was simple; absolutely nothing is fun about working out. At this point we realized
what this demographic needed was not to work out, but to play.
b. Psychographics.
There is a large demographic of adults who don’t work out because it’s hard, and
it’s boring. Our goal is to bridge this gap. Our demographic is diverse, but our facility is
open to 16 years of age and older. The Fun Side is in not a place for kids, but is a place
for adults to have fun like kids. Our program is dedicated to all assortments of people
wanting to lose all assortments weight, or someone simply looking for a fun, new way to
workout.
5. Product Benefits
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Joining the Fun Side will help one’s mind, body and soul. We have eliminated the
unpleasant task of working out. People do not “workout” at The Fun Side, people play,
dance and laugh all while improving their appearance. The Fun Side wants to boost your
confidence and show you how to have fun again. Your goal is to have fun; our goal is to
get you healthy.
6. Direct Competitors
The Fun Side is a complete unique facility. Our main competitors are the large
corporate gyms with huge activity schedules, and bigger classes than ours. However, our
mission is completely different than their facilities. Gold’s Gym, and Lifetime are our
two direct competitors. They have the same classes and activities we do competing
directly with each other. The difference with these gyms is their target audience is
focused more on the fit and healthy, while we advertise directly to the average adult.
7. Indirect Competitors & Brands
Gymnastic gyms and dance studios are looked at as indirect competitors;
however, our target audience views these as of establishments for children. We have
taken these fun activities and turned them into a non-competition, adult-friendly activity.
8. Product Brand Image
a. Current.
When our target audience thinks of us they are thinking of how much fun it looks.
A majority of them are wishing they had the courage to join, but know they probably
won’t.
b. Desired.
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We wish our target audience thought of our facility as literally “joining the fun
side.” We want them to be inspired by their own possibilities that The Fun Side could
lead them to.
c. Related Challenges.
Pushing motivation is the main challenge we want to overcome. Trying to figure
out a way where people won’t be afraid to try something new. Create advertising that
inspires our target audience to overcome fear and be motivated to get healthy.
9. Strategic Message: The Promise
Our target audience should join The Fun Side because it is a fun experience. They
will get to try something new. They will enjoy themselves while losing weight. We want
them to step outside of their comfort zone, and be able to have fun. We want people to
quit that boring workout routine and join The Fun Side. We will show our clients not how
to work out, but to have fun. The greatest benefit is that they are getting healthy while
doing it.
10. Supporting Evidence: The Proof
We have clients who have come every day since we first opened, and swore by
our mission of fun. We have groups of couples and friends who come in for laughs and
good times. Then we have clients who have lost over 100 lbs. from our program. We
have taken them from depressed and self-conscious to happy and confident. People swear
by our program and the results are there to see.
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Titles: Join The Fun Side!
Client: The Fun Side Health Club
Length: 30 seconds
Air Dates: April 1-August 1
SFX: People running on treadmills,
weights banging together, the sound of
someone panting.
(Gym sound effects fade out)
Do you hate working out? Do you think
it’s hard? Maybe it’s not hard, but it’s
just so boring. If so then it’s time for you
to try something new.

ANNOUNCER:
MUSIC: Upbeat (Establish, then under
voice)

It’s time for you to join The Fun Side.
You won’t find treadmills, ellipticals, or
weight sets at The Fun Side. We are a
health club dedicated to hidden workouts
through fun activities. Our facility is
equipped with a rock wall, trampolines,
a trapeze and more. We have a full
service spa and an indoor swimming
pool!

ANNOUNCER:

WOMAN’S VOICE:

The first time I came to The Fun Side I
was shocked at everything they had to
offer. My husband and his buddies enter
the high-dive, canon ball contest every
week.

MUSIC: Upbeat (Re-established with
short stop at happy ending notes)
You heard her! Take a chance. Join in on
the fun. Come to The Fun Side! The
corner of 61st and Harvard.

ANNOUNCER:
(“Come to The Fun Side” voice is
energetically altered, short stopped at
:29)
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Title: Join The Fun Side!
Client: The Fun Side Health Club
Length: 60 seconds
Air Dates: April 1-August 1
WS- The Fun Side building front
entrance
(Zoom in through the front door inside)
(:07)

MUSIC:
(Light, upbeat. Establish, then under)
ANNOUNCER:

WS- Inside facility, equipment, trapeze,
trampolines. People all around facility.
(Camera circle the facility)
(:07)
MS- People climbing the rock wall
(:05)
MS- People jumping on the trampolines
(:05)
MS- People doing dance class
(:05)
MS- Women at spa
(:05)
MS- People fighting in jumbo boxing
gloves
(:05)
CU- A man with a serious face on the
top of the high dive.
(:06)
MS- Man laughing and doing a canon
ball into the pool.
(Water splashing on camera screen to
fade into next shot)
(:06)

The Fun Side. You absolute new, fun,
and exciting workout regimen.
Something completely different. A
health club focused on fun.
From our custom built rock wall
To our top of the line trampolines
You can’t beat these dance classes
Or if you’re just wanting to relax
There is fun activities for everyone! Get
healthy, lose weight, have fun!
(music fades out)
MUSIC:
(Serious, orchestra, suspenseful.
Establish. Music gets faster then
suddenly upbeat and happy. Establish,
then under)

ANNOUNCER:

MS- Water dripping down camera
screen to reveal call to action screen.
(Company name, phone number,
address)
(:08)

Come join The Fun Side now! Check out
our full list of activities, and weekly
schedule online at w-w-w-DOT-the-funside-dot-com
MUSIC:

FADE TO BLACK: 59

(Up and then fade, out at: 59)
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THE FUN SIDE
61st and Harvard
(918) 555-6658

www.thefunside.com
Come join The Fun Side now! Check out our full
list of activities, and weekly schedule online at
w-w-w-DOT-the-fun-side-dot-com
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